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ABSTRACT

We present a novel approach to compute a collision-free path for part disassembly simulation and
virtual prototyping of part removal. Our algorithm is based on sample-based motion planning that
connects collision-free samples in the configuration space using local planning. In order to effectively
handle the tight-fitting scenarios, we describe techniques to generate samples in narrow passages
and efficient local planning algorithms to connect them with collision-free paths. Our approach is
general and makes no assumption about model connectivity or object topology, and can handle
polygon soup models that frequently arise in CAD applications. We highlight the performance on
many challenging benchmarks including the Alpha puzzle, maintainability of the windscreen wiper
motion, and disassembly of a seat from the interior of a car body.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The problems of assembly maintainability and mechanical part disassembly frequently arise in design and
manufacturing applications. The manual generation of detailed disassembly or maintainability paths can be tedious
and time consuming, particularly in environments prone to frequent design changes. The recent trend has been
towards developing automated algorithmic solutions for such design problems that can automatically compute a
collision-free, global path. These simulation technologies are increasingly used for virtual prototyping and PLM
(product lifecycle management), where the goal is to provide efficient software solutions to problems that were
traditionally solved using costly physical mockups.

The simulation of assembly maintainability attempts to remove a particular part from an assembly. Similarly, part
disassembly simulation boils down to computing collision-free trajectories for objects through tight spaces or narrow
passages. Many of these problems reduce to motion planning of robots, where collision-free paths need to be
computed for rigid objects with six degrees of freedom (DOF) among stationary obstacles [4, 8, 11, 24, 30].

Motion planning has been extensively studied in robotics and related areas for more than three decades. At a broad
level, prior approaches for rigid objects can be classified into exact algorithms based on algebraic formulation, local
techniques that use potential fields or sample-based planning algorithms. In terms of CAD/CAM applications, most of
practical planners are based on randomized sampling. These algorithms generate collision-free samples and attempt to
connect these samples using local planning [15, 24]. The performance of these planners varies depending on how well
they can capture the connectivity of the free space of the robot.
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Fig. 1: Part Disassembly: (a) This figure highlights how a part disassembly problem can be reduced to motion planning
for a rigid robot. In order to disassemble multiple parts, e.g. A and B, we treat A as a free-flying rigid robot and B as a
static obstacle. (b) The problem of path planning of robots is formulated using the notion of configuration space. For
the 2D robot A with two translational DOFs, its configuration space is 2 dimensional. The goal of computing a
collision-free path is mapped to finding a path in robot’s free space for a point robot, as shown here. For a general
rigid robot in 3D with six DOFs, its configuration space is six dimensional.

A major challenge is to compute collision-free paths in narrow passages in the configuration space [2, 5, 14, 27]. The
narrow passages are classified as regions, whose removal or perturbation can change the connectivity of the free
space. Interestingly, the motion planning scenarios arising in part removal and part disassembly simulations are rather
challenging in terms of narrow passages. Furthermore, the underlying models are complex and may be represented
using thousands of polygons. Many times the models are given as polygon soup models with no connectivity or
topology information. It is important for PLM applications that the motion planner should be able to handle such
datasets automatically.

Main Results. In this paper, we present a general and fast motion planning algorithm, D-Plan, for part disassembly
simulation. We use sample-based planning approaches and present two techniques to improve the performance.
These include a fast retraction-based scheme to generate samples in narrow passages and near the boundary of the
C-obstacle space. Secondly, we use constrained motion interpolation to effectively connect nearby samples by taking
into account the non-collision constraint for the closest features between the robot and the obstacles.

We apply our approach to general, complex, polygon soup models. Such models are increasingly used in virtual
prototyping and PLM, since many CAD systems import models generated from other sources, and sometimes the
translators do not maintain the connectivity information. We present techniques to perform efficient contact query
among polygon soup models and compute their closest features pairs. We further improve the performance of our
planner by performing localized collision detection and exploit the spatial coherence between nearby queries in the
configuration space. We have tested the performance of D-Plan on difficult part removal and disassembly problems.
These include the well-known Alpha puzzle [2], maintainability of the windscreen wiper motion with 15K triangles for
the robot and
11K triangles for the obstacle, and disassembly of a seat (30K triangles) outside a car body (214K) described in [8].

Organization. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we briefly survey prior work on part
disassembly and motion planning. We give an overview of sample-based motion planning algorithms in Section 3 and
highlight the issues in handling narrow passages. Section 4 describes our sample generation algorithm and the
constrained interpolation technique. We present techniques to efficiently perform contact query and collision detection
on general polygon soup models in Section 5. We highlight the performance of D-Plan on challenging benchmarks in
Section 6.

2. PREVIOUS WORK
In this section, we give a brief overview of prior work on part disassembly, sample-based motion planning and contact
analysis.
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2.1 Part Disassembly
Assembly and disassembly planning is a broad topic that has been extensively studied in CAD/CAM, virtual
prototyping and motion planning. It mainly deals with the sequencing of the (dis)assembly operations of multiple parts
to (dis)assemble a product [1, 21, 23, 32]. In this paper, we only focus on specific problems on part removal or
maintainability study, where one needs to compute a collision-free path for a particular part that needs to be removed
from an assembly. As shown in Fig. 1, part disassembly problem can be reduced to a motion planning problem, where
the part to be extracted is treated as a robot and the rest of the assembly parts are treated as static obstacles. Some
specialized motion planning algorithms based on random sampling and diffusion have been proposed for part
disassembly [8, 9].

2.2 Sample-based Motion Planning
Sample-based motion planning, such as probabilistic roadmaps (PRM) [18] and rapidly-exploring random trees (RRT)
[20] have been successfully used to solve high degree-of-freedom motion planning problems arising in different
applications. However, current sample-based planners may not work well on part disassembly or removal problems
due to inherent narrow passages. Many sampling strategies have been proposed to improve the performance in such
cases [15]. Our approach for improving the performance in narrow passages is based on retraction-based methods [2,
5, 14, 25, 26, 29]. To connect the generated samples, most local planners use simple interpolation schemes, such as
straight-line linear motion, screw motion or spherical linear motion and perform the collision checking [3, 19]. A few of
sophisticated local planners have also been proposed [10, 12, 16], though their runtime overhead can be high.

2.3 Contact Space Analysis
Contact space analysis is useful for part disassembly [6, 28]. It deals with modeling and searching the contact space,
the collection of every possible configuration where the robot touches any obstacle. Due to the impracticality of
explicitly representing the contact space exactly, some algorithms compute a high-level graph representation of the
contact space based on geometric or algebraic techniques [33]. Other approaches have been proposed to randomly
sample the contact space or generate compliant motion [7, 13, 17].

3. COLLISION-FREE PATH COMPUTATION

Fig. 2: Narrow Passages Arising in the Alpha Puzzle Benchmark: The goal is to separate the two intertwined alpha-
shaped models. This problem reduces to the motion of the rigid robot A, while treating B as a static obstacle. The six
dimensional free space of this problem is decomposed into three regions: F1, F2 and F3 and this figure shows a 2-

dimensional projection of those regions. F2 is a narrow passage. It is difficult for sample-based planners to perform

sampling and local planning in such narrow passage due to its small volume.

Our goal is to compute collision-free paths for part removal and part disassembly simulation. This problem reduces to
the motion of a rigid robot with six DOFs (Fig. 1), where the other parts of the assembly are treated as obstacles. We
use the notion of configuration space, namely C, where the robot is represented as a point, and the obstacles in the

scene are mapped to the configuration space obstacles or C-obstacle, O [23]. The problem of finding a collision-free

path for a robot can be mapped to computing a path for the point in the free space F=C\O. Most prior approaches can

be classified based on how they represent or compute the free space. Specifically, we use sample-based planners that
generate samples in F and attempt to connect those samples using a local planning algorithm. For the rest of the paper,
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a sample is classified as in-colliding if it lies in C-obstacle, collision-free if it lies in the free space, and on-contact if it lies
on the contact space, the boundary of C-obstacle space.

3.1 Sampling in Narrow Passages
Many times the free space F for part disassembly or removal has the shape of a long thin tube [8], which geometrically

corresponds to a narrow passage. The solution path tends to be very close to the boundary of the C-obstacle. In this
case it is important that the sample-based planner generates a lot of samples near the C-obstacle space boundary. In
part disassembly problems, the initial configuration may also lie in a narrow passage and some algorithms exploit this
property to efficiently compute a collision-free path [8]. However, this kind of cases may not arise in part removal or
other CAD benchmarks. This is illustrated for the well-known Alpha shape benchmark [2], which is widely regarded as
a challenging benchmark for motion planning algorithms. The six dimensional space, F, has narrow passages and we

illustrate an approximate projection of F along the two dimensions in Fig. 2. For simplicity, we decompose the free

space into three regions:
 F1: This region includes the initial and goal configurations. Based on the visibility characterization in sample-

based approaches [15], most other configurations in F1 can be easily connected within F1.

 F2: This is a narrow passage and the solution path lies in this narrow passage (also shown in Fig. 2). As a

result, any sample-based planner needs to generate a sufficient number of samples to capture the
connectivity.

 F3: This is another narrow passage region, though it corresponds to a dead-end tunnel. Many sample-based

planners would generate samples in this region, although may not be needed for the computation of the final
path.

3.2 Local Planning in Narrow Passages

Fig. 3: Local Planning in Narrow Passage: Most local planning approaches use a straight-line or spherical linear
interpolation motion to connect nearby samples in the free space. When dealing with a cluttered environment, such
formulation tends to be less likely to connect samples with a collision-free path than in the open free space.

In addition to sample generation, such benchmarks with narrow passages are also challenging in terms of the local
planning step. In general, it is often more difficult to perform local planning between samples in narrow passages than
in the open free space as illustrated in Fig. 3. For simplicity, most local planning approaches use a straight-line or
spherical linear interpolation to connect the samples. Such interpolation schemes are environment independent, which
means that the generated motion only depends on the given samples, but is independent of the environment or the
boundary of C-obstacle. Therefore, the generated motion may not be adaptive to the boundary. When dealing with a
cluttered environment, it tends to be less likely to connect samples with a collision-free path than in open free space.

4. D-PLAN
In this section, we give an overview of D-Plan, our path planning approach for part disassembly and removal. Using
sample-based motion planning, our approach can efficiently compute a collision-free path for challenging part
disassembly problems with narrow passages. As Fig. 4 shows, our approach includes two major components: a
retraction-based sampling scheme for efficiently generating samples in narrow passages, and a local planner enhanced
using constrained motion interpolation.

4.1 Retraction-based Sampling
Sample-based motion planning approaches explore the robot’s free space by randomly sampling and building a tree
(or roadmap) for computing a collision-free path as shown in Fig. 5. In order to handle part disassembly problems with

Narrow passage
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narrow passages, one needs to generate sufficient non-colliding samples in these regions. We retract a randomly
generated in-colliding sample to a more desirable location, i.e. to the boundary of the C-obstacle space. In this way,
the in-colliding samples near the boundary of narrows passage can be retracted to narrow passages [14, 31, 35]. Next,
we briefly describe our retraction algorithm.

Fig. 4: Overview of D-Plan: A part disassembly problem reduces to the motion of a rigid robot. Using sample-based
motion planning, our approach for collision-free path computation includes two new components: a retraction-based
sample generation scheme and a local planner enhanced by constrained motion interpolation. Both the components
perform contact queries and are accelerated by localized collision detection.

Fig. 5: Retraction-based Sampling Generation: To generate more non-colliding samples in the narrow passages, our
approach retracts a randomly generated sample - qr to a more desirable location incrementally. In this case, the sample
qr is incrementally retracted from qn to qc to qd and so on.

We use an optimization-based retraction algorithm [35]. In order to retract a randomly generated in-colliding sample to
a more desirable place, one common method is to retract it to the closest point of the boundary of C-obstacle. In
practice, it is computationally prohibitive to compute an explicit representation of the boundary. Therefore, we may
not be able to compute the closest point on the boundary exactly. In our formulation, we reduce the retraction
computation to an optimization problem and iteratively refine the solution to compute a locally closest point. As shown
in Fig. 5, to retract a given in-colliding sample qr, our method starts with a non-colliding sample qn (either collision-free
or on the contact space) as the initial guess, which can be the nearest node from the current tree or the roadmap
constructed for planning. The method then performs the following steps iteratively.

1. Project qn onto the contact space to generate a sample qc on the contact space;
2. Perform a contact query, i.e. computing the closest feature pairs between the robot at qc and obstacles;
3. Search over the local contact space that is formed by the closest feature pairs and compute a new non-

colliding sample qd, which locally minimizes the distance to the sample qr according to some distance metric;
4. Assign qn = qd and go to Step 1.

Path Planning
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These steps are iterated until the distance to qr can not be further reduced or the maximum number of iterations have
been reached. All collision-free and contact space samples generated during each iteration are collected and used to
expand the tree or the roadmap for planning.

Our method for sample generation using the optimization-based retraction is general for any type of polygonal model.
The method is also effective for sampling in narrow passages. This is because many in-colliding samples near the
boundary of C-obstacle can be retracted to the narrow passages, according to the analysis using Voronoi diagram [35].
We briefly describe some key techniques to implement this method. In Step 1, we use a binary search on the
interpolating motion between qn to qr to compute a configuration qc, at which the robot just touches the obstacles. In
Section 5, we present a technique for computing the closest feature pairs among polygon soup models needed for Step
2. In Step 3, we first randomly generate samples over the local contact space. Since the CAD models are rigid, there
are simple methods known to sample in the contact space [35]. We then find a non-colliding sample qd from those
random samples. In Section 5, we present our technique to accelerate this search by making use of the spatial
coherence.

4.2 Local Planning using Constrained Motion Interpolation

Fig. 6: Motion Interpolation between Configurations q0 and q1: (a) There is a collision at the configuration qt if we use
a linear interpolating motion; (b) The trajectory generated by our constrained motion interpolation algorithm. In this
case, the sign of the distance between the vertex p and the plane containing the face F does not change along this
path, and we can obtain a collision-free path. Overall, the use of constrained motion interpolation increases the
probability of finding a collision-free path for the local planner. (c) A constrained interpolating motion for another case
where the sign of the distance dt between the highlighted lines la and lb does not change.

We use a constraint-based motion interpolation algorithm to improve the performance of local planning for nearby
samples [34]. Given two nearby samples, q0 and q1, a local planner often computes an interpolating motion and
further checks whether it is collision-free. When local planning is performed near the contact space or in the narrow
passages, the interpolating motion is more likely to collide with the C-obstacles. In order to compute a collision-free
path, we first determine the closest feature pairs between the robot at the configuration q0, as well as q1 and the
obstacles. Next, we try to ensure that each closest feature pair does not collide when the robot is transformed along the
interpolating motion. Fig. 6 shows the simplest situation when there exists only a single pair of closest features
reported, i.e. a vertex p of the robot and a face F of the obstacle. If we impose the distance constraint between this pair
so that the sign of the distance between p and F does not change along the interpolating motion, we can guarantee
there is no collision between p and F. Essentially, by taking into account local non-collision constraints among the
feature pairs, our formulation increases the probability of finding a collision-free path for the local planner [34].

In order to compute a constrained motion, we use our contact query algorithm described in Section 5 to compute the
closest feature pairs between the robot and the obstacles. In practice, multiple feature pairs could exist, when each
feature pair realizes a local minimum distance. Also, the feature pairs reported at q0 and q1 can be different. In [34],
we present our formulation in detail on how to handle the situation when there are two or three pairs of closest
features. As a result, our constraint-based interpolation algorithm can deal with many situations in part disassembly
planning with multiple pairs of locally closest features. Our algorithm can avoid the potential collisions between all
these closest pairs (up to three) and tends to compute a path that is more likely to be collision-free.

(a) Linear Motion
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5. GENERAL CAD MODELS
In Section 4, we gave an overview of our planning approach for part removal and disassembly, D-Plan. In this section,
we present how to handle general polygon soup models for part disassembly planning. Specifically, many CAD
systems import models generated from other sources, and sometimes the translators do not maintain the connectivity
information. As a result, we need to ensure that D-Plan can easily handle general polygon soup models. We first
present our efficient contact query method for such kind of models. Next, we utilize the spatial coherence between the
nearby samples and use it to perform efficient collision detection.
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perform poorly as they traverse the hierarchy all the way to the leaf nodes. As a result, the resulting sampling method
spends a significant fraction of the overall running in collision checking and traversing the BVHs.

Fig. 8: Localized Collision Detection: Our algorithm can quickly cull in-colliding samples generated near the contact
space and in narrow passages. The culling is achieved by checking the collision among subtrees of BVHs. We
determine such subtrees using the closest features from the latest contact query (a (V,F) feature pair in this example).

Fig. 9: Alpha Puzzle Benchmark: the sequence of images shows a collision-free path computed by D-Plan. For this
challenging benchmark D-Plan only takes 1.043s.

We use a simple localized approach to accelerate the sample generation and collision checking. Our algorithm can
conservatively cull away the samples lying in C-obstacle space by efficiently exploiting spatial coherence between
nearby queries. During each retraction step, our localized collision detection algorithm performs as follows (Fig. 8):

1. Use the feature pairs reported by the latest contact query, and locate their corresponding triangles as well as
the corresponding bounding volumes (BVs) in BVHs of the robot A and the obstacles B;

2. Compute the subtree within each BVH, which contains the located BVs;
3. Perform collision detection among the subtrees of BVHs for A and B;
4. If a collision is reported, we can quickly declare that the sample is in-colliding;
5. Otherwise, detect collisions using the entire BVHs.

Our localized approach can considerably accelerate the collision detection when sampling near the contact space and
in narrow passages. The size of each subtree is much smaller than the entire BVH. However, our localized approach is
conservative. If a sample could not be identified as in-colliding in Step 3, the algorithm moves to Step 5, and performs
collision detection by traversing from the root of the BVH from scratch.

Essentially, our localized collision detection approach exploits spatial coherence that exists within our retraction-based
sampling algorithm. When planning near the contact space or in narrow passages, our sampling algorithm performs
collision queries for nearby samples in the configuration space. Our localized approach exploits this spatial coherence

A B
Localized collision detection
between subtrees in BVHs

V F
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by making use of the subtrees of BVHs for direct traversal. Therefore, our approach is able to quickly cull away many
in-colliding samples. Finally, our localized approach can also improve the performance of local planning methods,
where collision detection is performed on a finite number of samples on the interpolated path.

6. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we address some implementation issues, and highlight the performance of our algorithm on different
benchmarks.

Benchmarks Alpha Puzzle Pipe Wiper Car Seat

A Alpha Pipe Wiper Seat
B Alpha Machinery Room Windscreen Car Body

# Tri: A 1,044 10,352 15,197 30,790
# Tri: B 1,044 38,146 11,569 214,337

Tab. 1: Model Complexity of Our Benchmarks: Many benchmarks we use have no connectivity information. The
moving objects correspond to robots (row A) and the static obstacles are shown in row B.

Benchmarks Alpha Puzzle Pipe Wiper Car Seat

D-Plan timing (s) 1,043.0 124.7 1197.8 181.2
# samples 53,535 2,539 8,890 1,352

Basic RRT timing (s) >119,668.4 1,444.0 >12,011.3 311.0
# samples >84,847 4,345 >39,962 3,230

Tab. 2: Performance of D-Plan for Part Disassembly Applications: For all these difficult benchmarks, our planner is able
to compute a collision-free motion in less than 20 minutes. The basic RRT planner, however, can not solve the alpha
puzzle benchmark within 100 times of our planning running time. For the rest of benchmarks, D-Plan is also
significantly faster than the basic RRT planner.

6.1 Implementation
Overall, D-Plan is based on RRT-based motion planning algorithm and consists of two new components: a retraction-
based sample generation and a local planner enhanced by constrained motion interpolation. We implement the
contact query on general polygon soup models that is needed for both the components. This enables our D-Plan to
automatically handle any type of CAD models. By extending PQP [22], our contact query uses hierarchies of swept
sphere volumes of given models to efficiently determine those feature pairs (V,F), (F,V), or (E/E), whose distances are
less than the tolerance κc. In our experiment, this tolerance is simply set as the radius of the smallest enclosing sphere
of the robot multiplying by 0.01. We remove the duplicate pairs and further identify locally closest pairs, using the
tolerance κr=10×κc. Though both parameters are chosen heuristically, they work well on our benchmarks. Fig. 7
depicts the result of contact query between two alpha-shaped models.

We use localized collision detection to improve the performance of D-Plan. Based on PQP, we find the leaf nodes in
BVHs, which correspond to the latest contact query. We determine the subtrees containing the leaf nodes in each
BVH. Currently, the depth of each subtree is chosen as 6, though it may be worthwhile choosing the depth according
to the complexity of the model. We use the subtrees to localize the computation of collision checking.

6.2 Benchmarks
We have applied D-Plan to four challenging benchmarks. All the timing was taken on a PC with a 4-core Xeon 3GHz
CPU with 4G RAM. The geometric complexity of them is summarized in Tab. 1.

1. Alpha Puzzle - Fig. 9: A well known benchmark with narrow passages for testing the performance of motion
planning approaches [2];

2. Pipe - Fig. 10: Maintainability test in the CAD model of a complex machinery room. We check how to
remove a pipe-shaped robot from the machinery room without any collision;

3. Wiper - Fig. 11: Maintainability test of the windscreen wiper motion [9]. This is an industrial benchmark with
narrow passages;
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4. Car Seat - Fig. 12: Disassembly of a seat outside a car body [9]. This is an industrial benchmark with
complex geometric representation.

For simplicity, in our local planning algorithm, we perform collision detection by using a finite number of samples on
the interpolating motion, e.g. 15, 50, 20, and 30 samples for alpha puzzle, pipe, wiper, and car seat benchmark,
respectively.

The performance of our approach is summarized in Tab. 2. For all these difficult benchmarks, our planner takes less
than 20 minutes to compute a collision-free path. Furthermore, for the alpha puzzle benchmark, D-Plan can find a
collision-free path within 1,043.0 seconds, while the recent retraction-based planner takes 5,850 seconds on a relative
slower machine [5], and the basic RRT planner can not find a path within 119,668.4 seconds. For the rest of
benchmarks, D-Plan is also significantly faster.

Fig. 10: Maintainability of a Pipe Motion: A pipe model (highlighted as A) needs to be taken out of the machinery
room. The sequence of images shows a path automatically generated by D-Plan. It only takes around 2 minutes to
compute the collision-free path.

Alpha Puzzle Pipe Wiper Car Seat

Contact Query tcon(s) 128.2 7.1 344.8 21.4
#con 82,309 4,628 21,583 1,597
tper_con(ms) 1.6 1.5 16.0 13.4
tcon/tall 12.3% 5.6% 28.8% 11.8%

Localized Collision Detection tlcd(s) 181.6 4.7 33.2 2.4
#lcd 5,854,345 304,774 1,445,944 86,785
tper_lcd (ms) 0.031 0.016 0.063 0.028
tlcd/tall 17.4% 3.7% 2.8% 1.3%
Culling Ratio 48.8% 18.8% 36.5% 32.6%
tper_lcd/tper_cd 13.3% 3.6% 9.5% 1.3%

Collision Detection tcd(s) 698.1 111.2 608.9 126.0
#cd 2,995,802 247,419 917,818 58,497
tper_cd(ms) 0.233 0.449 0.663 2.1
tcd/tall 66.9% 88.3% 50.1% 69.5

D-Plan tall(s) 1043.0 125.9 1197.8 181.2

Tab. 3: The table highlights the timing breakdown for D-Plan. tcon, #con and tper_con are the total timing, the number,
and the timing on average for the contact query; tlcd and tcd are the total timing for localized collision detection and
collision detection, respectively. Overall, the module for collision detection takes around 50.1% to 88.3% of the total
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timing (tcd/tall), the module for contact query takes around 5.6% to 28.8%, and the module for localized collision
detection accounts for 1.3% to 17.4% of total running time. In order to evaluate the effectiveness of our localized
collision detection, we measure the culling ratio #lcd/#cd, the number of global collision detection queries over the
number of the localized collision detection queries. According to the table, our method can achieve 18.8% to 48.8%
culling ratios on the tested benchmarks. Furthermore, tper_lcd/tper_cd, the ratio of the timing for localized collision detection
over the average time for collision detection is around 1.3% to 13.3%. These two ratios indicate that our localized
collision detection algorithm effectively exploits the spatial coherence and considerably improves the planner’s
performance.

6.3 Limitations
Our approach has a few limitations. Like most previous motion planning approaches, our local planning algorithm
performs discrete collision detection along a finite number of samples on the interpolating motion. If the chosen
resolution is not high enough, a local path reported as collision-free may not be correct. Furthermore, our method
needs to perform the contact query repeatedly and use it for sample generation as part of the retraction step. This may
impact the overall performance of the planner on complex models. Finally, D-Plan is only able to handle rigid objects.

7. CONCLUSIIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We present a general and efficient motion planning approach, D-Plan, for part removal and disassembly simulation.
Our algorithm is based on sample-based motion planning and we use new optimization-based technique to generate
samples near the boundary of C-obstacle space and narrow passages. Furthermore, we utilize a constrained
interpolation scheme for local planning that connects nearby samples with a higher probability of computing collision-
free paths. We also present efficient techniques for performing contact query among general polygon soup models and
accelerate the performance based on localized collision detection. D-Plan is able to handle all CAD models with no
assumptions on their connectivity or topology. We demonstrate its application to many challenging CAD scenarios.
There are many avenues for future work. We would like to improve the quality of the paths generated, in terms of
smoothness or other constraints. We are interested in further improving the performance of the planner, e.g. using lazy
collision detection technique.
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Fig. 11: Maintainability of the Windscreen Wiper Motion: the first image shows the input configuration for benchmark
arising in an industrial application [8], where the wiper is inside the windscreen model with very tight space. The wiper
needs to be taken outside with the final configuration shown in the last image. The intermediate sequence of images
shows a path automatically computed by D-Plan.

Fig. 12: Disassembly of a Seat outside a Car Body: This benchmark of disassembly of a seat outside of a car body also
arises from an industrial application [8]. It is a difficult scenario for motion planning approaches due to the cluttered
environment and complex geometric representation of the models, i.e. 30K triangles for the seat model and 214K
triangles for the car body model. The sequence of images shows a path automatically generated by D-Plan in about 3
minutes.




